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The Fan is one hour of a 1940's style (oldschool) oscillating desk fan ambient sounds that you can use to

drown out noise, relax and even add white noise to a quiet room. 1 MP3 Songs in this album (59:58) !

Related styles: NEW AGE: Relaxation, NEW AGE: Ambient People who are interested in Nelson May

Michael Bernard Beckwith Norman Vincent Peale should consider this download. Details: When you were

single did you have to sleep with a fan on in the background to drown out the extra noise? No longer

single and the significant other wont let you sleep with a fan because it freezes them out? So, do you just

hope for the best and tell yourself that all that extra noise will just go away? You are better than that! If

you are reading this, then the noise is still there. You need The Fan. The Fan is an old style oscillating fan

that gives you the white noise you need to relax and even sleep. Use it while you sleep, or to drown out

city sounds or as ambient background sound if it is just TOO quiet. The fan is (60 minutes) one hour long.

Tracks: 1. The Fan - 60 Minutes of Ambient Oscillating Fan Sounds About 5 years ago I recorded a fan

as a joke for a friend. he slept with a fan all though college to drown out the noise of the dormitory. He

told me that his wife wouldnt let him sleep with the fan on in the bedroom, because it froze him out. Later

my buddy came back to me and said that his brother wanted a copy. After that, I was starting to get a few

requests for copies here and there. About that time, I left the relaxation CD business and shelved THE

FAN. Later when I started producing the relaxation sounds as .mp3 downloads, I was talking about my

new business to my friend Wendy and told her about The Fan. She thought it was the greatest idea and

offered to paint the cover art if I put The Fan into download form. As you can see, her work is incredible!.

She is a talented artist and you need to see her work at wendyarundel.com. Recording the fan was a

challenge. I bought a lot of old fans on Ebay, retro models from retails stores and even thought of building

a fan to get the sound that I wanted. Sound recording is a science! It is not easy to do. I used a Neuman

TLM-103 large condenser microphone placed at many different angles to get that perfect fan. Months,

many fans and many sound studios later, I got the sound I wanted. I am sure it is the sound you want too.

Finally, The Fan and The Ten Minute Relaxation CD is narrated and/or recorded by national voice actor

Nelson May, who has over ten years of experience relaxing and motivating groups and individuals. If
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you'd like to read more about him and his years of dedication in helping people, click on Meet the Author

at tenminuterelaxationcd.com.
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